
ANALYZING SHERMAN ALEXIES SUPERMAN AND ME ESSAY

Sherman Alexieâ€™s â€œOn the Amtrak from Boston to New York Cityâ€•. he Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time
Indian by Sherman Alexie. Sherman Alexie, an Indian creative writer writes an essay of which he acquaints us of his
means in learning how to read, that is, through a Superman.

This repetition is used to provide emphasis on the importance of reading, as well as to reinforce his thesis. His
use of repetition, anaphora, and simple sentences seems to appeal to a large audience base, which is fitting for
his argument of the importance of reading. Zits does not understand why he has been mistreated his whole life
or where he belongs Most lived up to those expectations inside the classroom but subverted them on the
outside. The reading and the context clues and bigger ideas become a grand thought process that people are
then able to apply to multiple situations. His main characters all have very similar characteristics: very laid
back and socially conscious. How to cite this page Choose cite format:. Indians are treated as the Native
Americans. Instead it is taking many of those things and conceptual ideas and applying them to everyday life.
I was smart. The author just a bit talked about the part where he became an adult at the end. He then
demonstrated that being a Native American living on the Spokane Indian Reservation can be very challenging.
It became an addiction sort of. They were stacked in crazy piles in the bathroom, bedrooms and living room.
More and more, the value and the quality of education have gone low and people in advance nations and
culture are taking it for granted. Read all the time 8th paragraph i. Hard work and dedication are two major
factors for getting the most knowledge out of oneself as they possibly can. He bought many books to read 3rd
Paragraph ii. I have memories of my father taking me to bookstores and libraries as a child, encouraging me to
find a book that will inspire my imagination, as well as increase my reading proficiency. As told in Superman
and Me by Sherman Alexie, learning to read is not hard once you become dedicated and find some interest in
it. Was feared by Indians and non-Indians ii. In conclusion, I believe that Alexie formed a comprehensive,
ethical argument, through his use of anecdotal evidence and simple, informal style. Support such as having a
role-model, being encouraged and being determined is the most essential things to have in becoming
successful at being literate. Alexie has definitely shown us what it means to be self-educated and have literacy
about what was read. New York: W. Can reading save an entire culture? There are many different components
of what it takes to be self-educated. In fact, most employers even consider literacy to be a mandatory skill for
most applicants, as it is assumed that most adults in this day and age can read efficiently. The first person way
of telling was for his reflection. Victor has an especially strong urge to rebel against his Native American
heritage, which is apparent in his violent, arrogant demeanor and his obvious problem with alcohol. He
expresses that he found himself through writing and reading a lot. Not many can take the time to discipline
themselves into liking and having reading as a habit but over the years reading has become a standard of
calling a person or treating a person literate. The main character Zits in the novel Flight by Sherman Alexie
goes on a spiritual journey to find out what hatred, violence, and revenge can cause Your time is important.
People who are not social. Remember: This is just a sample from a fellow student. Alexie expressed his
sentiment of saving their lives in two styles. In some ways, education defines how a person hopes for his
worth. Seeing the world and everything within it as paragraphs 4th Paragraph i. When one can take what they
have read and apply it to a bigger meaning in life, they have unlocked many doors for themselves in life.


